The results of these papers apply to the true subject of the 4. The assumption made throughout the standard, standard, repairable systems, only under the unstated after the first sentence of its first paragraph, that complex assumption that times between successive failures are items are being tested. statistically independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Moreover, this assumption of renewal, which would be 2.1 Action Following Failure plausible for successive parts placed in a socket is usually unrealistic when applied to an entire system; how is an enActions to be taken following failure of an item are tire system's age reset to zero when only a very small pro-discussed in five places in the standard. In every case, the portion of its parts -or perhaps, no parts at all -are standard makes it clear that the failed item is to be repaired replaced during a typical repair? The reasons for the and put back on test. For example, paragraph 5.6 Failure discrepancy between the standard and the papers which actions begins, "On the occasion of a failure, entries shall claim to extend its applicability are the primary subject of be made on the appropriate data logs and the failed equipthis paper, since the confusion about the standard provides ment shall be removed from test and repaired with a particularly poignant illustration of basic misconceptions minimum interruption to the equipments continuing on which pervade the reliability community.
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test. After a failed and repaired equipment has been returned to operable condition, it shall be returned to test Terminology ... " Similarly, the following statement, "When a failure occurs, the equipment shall be repaired and testing reGlobal time: The total operating time of a repairable sumed, ..." appears in paragraph 5.5.4 Testing sequence; system, regardless of the occurrence of one or more failures. and paragraph 5.1.9 Preconditioning burn-in includes the Local time: The operating time since the most recent sentence, "Failures occurring during preconditioning are failure of a repairable system. not chargeable for accept/reject decisions, but shall be Force ofmortality: The ratio ofthe probability density recorded, analyzed in accordance with 5.6.2 and apfunction divided by the survivor function of a distribution. propriate repair action taken." Paragraphs 30. 4 smostofthemall owm a for the possibliy ofm failures, bth Nevertheless, the "up front" wordings of the standard's tithe number of equipments discussed in the four tle and scope have misled theorists into thinking that the paragraphs listed above. Clearly, it is implicitly assumed in standard applied solely to nonrepairable items. Clearly, the these paragraphs that failed equipments will be repaired, practitioners who wrote MIL-STD-781C have confused the after failure, in order to obtain adequate sample sizes for theorists. What I will show, however, is that the theorists acceptance or rejection. confused the practitionersfirst! In other words, in section 4 here I show that the vicious circle of figure 1 is a result of, 2.4 Only Complex Items are Considered and also contributes to, the related vicious circle of figure 2. First, however, some basic concepts for the homogeneous Many paragraphs of the standard are worded as if only Poisson process and for the exponential distribution are complex items are to be tested. For example, paragraph 1.3 discussed here in section 3. Section 3 here, shows that the exponential distribution practice, a repairable system will not undergo an unending and the HPP are distinct models. Nevertheless, the sequence of failures but assuming that the number of numerical equality between the force of mortality of the failures in the interval (0, t] is Poisson distributed (a well exponential distribution and the absolute rate of occurknown property of the HPP) implies positive probability rence of the HPP lends credence to the erroneous belief of any finite number of failures, no matter how large. (If that these models are interchangeable. Moreover, the fact the probability of an unrealistically large number of that in practice, the term constant failure rate is usually used interchangeably for both of these rates seems to cor-reliability problems can be tackled with a distribution roborate the impression that these models are equivalent. function, it would be difficult to devise a better means of Consider the following quotation from paragraph confusing such practitioners, if one intended to confuse 4.5.1.1 of MIL-STD-781C, "The exponential assumption them! Finally, most theorists understand the distinction infers [sic] a constant failure rate; therefore, these test between the relative rate of a distribution and the absolute plans are not appropriate, and will not be applied for any rate of a stochastic process. Theorists almost invariably test planned for the specific purpose of eliminating design define the term failure rate to be equivalent to what I have defects or infant mortality type failures." Since a sequence called force of mortality. Nevertheless, theorists are almost of exponential distributions, with smaller and smaller asproneaspractitionerstousetheterm,failurerateinterforces of mortality, can, as has been, used for modeling changeably for both hx(x) and v(t). After all,failure rate is reliability growth, [13] , it is clear that the wording in the a reasonable term to describe the derivative of an standard is based on an erroneously assumed equivalence between the exponential distribution and the HPP. That is, s-expected number of failures.
In my opinion, the practitioners' misleading wording the exponential distribution's constant failure rate sup-of the title and scope of MIL-STD-781C is a direct result of posedly implies the HPP's constant failure rate. As pointed out in [14] , "...'failure rate' is used to mean so the theorists' neglect of many basic, important issues. many things that it has become meaningless." figure 1 . This latter theorists into making special efforts to clarify and em-vicious circle is discussed in [12, chapter 8] which emphasize the very important distinctions between the concepts phasizes the widespread misunderstanding of many basic and models for nonrepairable items (distribution functions) issues within the reliability community. A review of [12] , and repairable items (stochastic point processes). In actuali-published in [17] , states, "The thrust of the message comes ty, however, theorists (including, but certainly not restricted in chapter eight where a multitude of misconceptions, to, those who wrote [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ) have usually ignored these many already mentioned in the review chapters, are redistinctions, concentrating instead on models and tech-vealed. Having reached this point in the book readers can niques for nonrepairable items. Moreover, even when be excused for thinking that perhaps everything they are theorists do broach the subject of repairable systems, they currently doing in the reliability area is wrong!" Another often phrase things largely or predominantly in terms of review [18] adds, "If and when more analyses of real world distribution functions [15] . This can be technically correct, data are performed, they should be performed correctlyeven though the underlying model is a stochastic point pro-if practitioners follow standard texts, however, analyses of cess, because of some of these subtle connections [12, pp repairable systems failure data will not be performed 32-33]. However, since most practitioners believe that all correctly."
The vicious circle about MIL-STD-781C, where [ 
